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CONVENTIONAL AND NON-CONVENTIONAL THREATS WITH
Mr. Colonel Ignacio Fuente Cobo & Mr. Joel Diaz Rodriguez

Blanca Sans

The 32nd North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) summit, where heads of state and heads of
government of all NATO member countries gather to evaluate and provide strategic direction for
Alliance activities, will be held in Madrid, Spain during, probably, the second most decisive moment
in the history of the Alliance, only after the fall of the Soviet Union in 1991.

Whilst witnessing the rapidly evolving and increasingly convulse security context, following Russia’s
invasion of Ukraine and the consequent shattering of peace in Europe and the rules-based
international order, and continuing our commitment towards educating the next generation of
leaders through the dissemination of national and international defense and security knowledge, the
Spanish Atlantic Youth Council has paved the road to the NATO summit through a series of expert
panels where the global youth and international security experts had the opportunity to ask
questions and share ideas regarding the future of the Alliance.

The fourth panel, Conventional and Non-conventional Threats, was shared between Mr. Colonel
Ignacio Fuente Cobo, current Senior Analyst at the Spanish Institute for Strategic Studies (IEEE), and
Mr. Joel Diaz Rodriguez, International Affairs Analyst, and collaborator of the IEEE. They reminded us
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of the old and identified the new fronts NATO will have to face in the coming years and forewarned
the global youth that NATO has become more necessary than ever before.

Today the Alliance faces a multidimensional threat scenario, but, what are NATO´s fronts exactly?
Amongst the old, conventional threats Mr. Colonel Fuente Cobo highlights that, whilst NATO faces
challenges in the east, we must not neglect its southern borders. Nevertheless, the challenge posed,
firstly, by the renewed balance of power in the international arena provoked by a rising and
revisionist China is, indeed, still very real, especially for one of NATO´s key allies, the United States of
America. Whilst the US has been distracted with wars in Afghanistan and elsewhere, China has kept
growing. NATO allies must now decide between tackling the China threat by reaching agreements
aimed at “containing to prevent confrontation” or challenge the rise of China by striking back hard.
Most NATO allies prefer the former strategy; however, key partners have become convinced that the
latter will be the only option as China becomes an imminent danger. Both experts, though, consider
this option would not be wise. We can no longer contain China. In effect, the pandemic demonstrated
that China has surpassed us in strength and resilience against the outbreak of chaos in today's
increasingly brittle international structure. To contain China and prevent war, we must, thus, identify
the main issues that divide us and tackle them with caution. Taiwan is, for example, one of those
issues, and we can rest assured that Beijing is watching closely over NATO´s steps in Ukraine to decide
on its own strategy. What is NATO’s role in the Asia Pacific then? There are two options: i. Leave NATO
as a regional alliance and restrain its influence to the territorial limits established by Art. 6 of the
Washington Treaty, or ii. Make NATO global. Mr. Colonel assures the decision will depend on the
outcome of the war in Ukraine, yet, what is most certain according to Mr. Diaz Rodriguez is that NATO
must form a proper alliance where Europe and the US come together: “this is the only way we will
have to face a more assertive China”.

Let us not forget about the other, and very present, conventional threat: Russia. Mr. Colonel
acknowledged it is now too late to talk about the mistakes of NATO in the past. The Alliance has lost a
fundamental ally in the Asia Pacific to address a common interest: China, a natural competitor of
Russia in the region because of unresolved territorial issues. Ukraine, however, may offer the perfect
opportunity turn the tide with Russia and set a new path for NATO. Ukraine cannot defeat Russia and,
according to many, the controversy with Russia is that Ukraine is at war with Russia, but NATO is not.
The public opinion has, therefore, started to support the idea that some concessions will have to be
made in the end with 35% of Europeans upholding the idea that we might still reach an agreement
with Russia against the 22% who favour supporting Ukraine until the very end. Russia, might, in fact,
pose only a partial threat as of today: the Kremlin lacks a clear strategic path and Russia has become
a prisoner of its own fears. The crisis in Ukraine has shaken Europe’s peace and stability, but Putin´s
actions might have just unified Europe more than before and pushed NATO back to take on the
original purpose of deterrence it was created for in its onset according to both speakers. In addition
to this, the fact that Sweden and Finland have applied to join NATO breaking long-held agreements of
neutrality with Russia helps to reinforce the political aspect of the alliance and its common values:
the united defense of an international order ruled by international law. Using this reinforced
cohesion, NATO must now respond with assertiveness. The “Russia must pay the price for the
invasion” narrative will prove inefficient given that most countries outside the western world do not
align with our point of view. As with China, facing Russia with our military might will not work, only a
strategy of deterrence will prevent such superpowers from engaging in adventures such as the one in
Ukraine.

Now, moving onto the unseen and emerging hybrid risks in the south, Mr. Diaz Rodriguez recognizes
NATO has always been better prepared for the threats on the east than those on the south, however,
we cannot forget that the south poses challenges firstly for southern member, but more importantly
for the security of the entire alliance. The instability in the Mediterranean – starting with the chaos in
Libya (where key NATO stakeholder remain involved) and its failure to secure democratic elections in
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the foreseeable future; to the looming menace from a Sahel region that is quietly falling into the
hands of terrorist organizations and is, thus, becoming a new hub from which these groups will be
able to attack Europe and consequently NATO; and migration which NATO has proven poor at tackling
thus far and has recently become a weapon in hybrid warfare for states to advance their strategic
interests (e.g. include Belorussia and Poland or Spain and Morocco) – remains gravely misunderstood
as secondary threat to the alliance by many NATO members. After the failure in Afghanistan, there is
little appetite in NATO for other Afghanistan-like-operations elsewhere. Who then will tackle these
threats? Mr. Colonel suggests NATO should use the EU´s capabilities since they still have some
appetite for these kinds of operations and from a military perspective, such issues are not too
militarily demanding. The EU should use their recently approved strategic compass with heir 5000
manpower capabilities in such a scenario and the Alliance ought to split responsibilities: let NATO do
the big wars against threats like Russia and maybe China, and power the EU to provide security in its
near borders.

Finally, and probably on of the most important fronts NATO will face in the 21st century, is the cyber
front. Thus far, NATO has had a soft approach to this new battlefield as it has stuck to the belief that
cyber capabilities used to attack countries outside NATO´s borders must remain a national
responsibility. Aggressors know about the power of these weapons, and we have already seen the
extent to which disinformation and attacks to our informatic systems can damage our governments,
democracies, and populations. Mr. Diaz Rodriguez argues that the war of disinformation in Ukraine
might also stand as a critical juncture for NATO members to reach an agreement on the kinds of
cyberthreats that could be considered a real attack to trigger Art. 5 of the Washington Treaty. All in
all, members must come together against these threats since they have the power to heavily affect
our current rules-based international order.

The speakers concluded the panel by highlighting the critical need to i. clearly define which threats
the Alliance will face (hybrid or conventional) and to ii. transmit the vision of NATO´s New Strategic
Concept to our citizens. NATO is the umbrella of 1 million people. We need NATO and we rely on
NATO to protect our citizens and our democracies.
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